
 
 

 
  

Fall 2021- Fall 2022 

Now is not the time to waste our life force fighting the systems, to stay silent, or to accept the status quo. 
Now is the time to use our power, our wisdom to create new ways of working, living, relating and 

leading individually, and collectively… with wellness, wholeness, interconnection and sustainability of 
people and planet at the core.  

 
We are the leaders we have been waiting for. And we are gathering.  

Consider yourself invited. 
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A Letter to the Wise Women Daring to Lead the Way to the New, in 
Sisterhood - Connected, Supported & Focused on What Matters 

As the world turns and churns around us, as people face uncertainty and unease, great change and 
transformation is possible, the kind you’ve likely been thinking about and working to make happen for 
some time.  

If you are like most of the conscious women we know, you see things that others don’t. You know there is 
a different way. You’ve been doing your best to influence the spheres of people and systems around you.  

And the truth is… you have made an impact through the work you do in the world, the people you have 
touched, influenced and guided, and the ways you personally have shifted and grown internally. Truly you 
have. More than you likely give yourself credit for.  

And yet… there is still much you would like to do, create, and see change. There is potent, meaningful 
work for many of us to do in this world.  

But… as you look forward, you have a sense you can’t achieve or succeed in the way you’ve worked in 
the past. While you have been successful, honestly, it has also felt uber challenging, exhausting and at 
times, lonely. You are at a point where you’re committed to making a greater impact, but no longer at the 
sacrifice of your personal sustainability, desires and needs - and that’s wisdom! Standing for your own 
sustainability is an essential part of the planetary and social change we are on the cusp of.  

You can feel it too? That NOW is the time to bring together all you have been – the life experiences, 
career knowledge, deeper wisdom – to expand the influence your voice and choices can make, now and 
in the years to come. You can sense that maybe, just maybe, humanity is ready. The societal imbalances 
and injustices won’t be swept under the rug any longer. People are looking up from lives they aren’t even 
sure they want. The feminine is rising up and possibility is on the horizon.  

You are part of this great shift. You are here to do things differently, to create alternative ways for how 
our systems and society function and create our shared and individual reality. Not by ranting and fighting 
or taking it all on your shoulders. But in the way the wise ones do.  

You see the possibility, step beyond what you’ve known, apply your vision and voice, and embrace your 
power to create the world you desire to live in – first for yourself, and then by influencing  

the people, organizations and world around you. 

You don’t know exactly how, or what the next steps will be, and you’re okay with the uncertainty, mostly 
! Two things you know for sure: 1. You DO NOT want to do it alone anymore, and; 2. You can’t do this 
next phase relying just on the strategies and skills you’ve been taught and mastered so far.  

Your intuition is correct. We need new structures, systems and ways of operating and relating. We need a 
new kind of leadership. That leadership is coded within you, a reality ready to express more fully. 

If this is resonating, keep reading.  
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We are calling together women who are seeking a community of other 
women leaders and change makers - influencers within their spheres who 
have dared to do it differently, who have been an inspiration and guide for 
others, even if that was never in your job description. You naturally influence 
and elevate the people and environments around you. It’s who you are. 

You have been successful in your career and work, have done the inner 
transformation to elevate your consciousness, and are now being called to 
take your wisdom and experience and apply and expand it in new forms. This 
doesn’t mean you are fully realized or know exactly what is next. We are all 
still works in progress! We are the leaders creating the new ways, which 
means we are creating in real time. And evolving internally as we go. 

The 2021/2022 collective will be comprised of women who come from fields 
such as your own, and from other fields of expertise and experience. This will 
open up possibility, wisdom, creativity, perspectives, and consciousness that 
can be hard to access on your own, especially in a full life. These will be 
conscious women who embrace their power as pioneers in their fields, 
weavers of the new, who believe in the power women gain in sisterhood. We 
are stronger and wiser together. 

Take a breath. Exhale. And imagine what it would be like to have: 

• A council of other wise, conscious women who like you understand they have the power and 
wisdom to re-imagine and re-design this world … and are up for the challenge, excited even. 
 

• Intentional focused, co-creative space outside of your day to day held for you throughout the 
year, ensuring the mental and creative space to explore new possibilities and paths, create and 
implement the new, and work in real time with what’s emerging for you and the world. 
 

• New tools, perspectives, practices, and wisdom to navigate the current reality, create the new, 
make wise choices, and stay centered, sustained, clear and focused on what matters.  
 

• Support, guidance and insight from a team of women who have been bringing this wisdom-led, 
feminine leadership into their lives, organizations and sacred work. Who have your best interests 
at heart and are committed to the prospering of you and your sacred work. 

 
This is what we are creating to start in the fall of 2021. The vision for this started over 5 years ago, and 
we are so clear the time is now. We are the leaders – here to be part of creating the new ways. And it’s 
okay that we need support, structure, sisterhood, and space outside of our day to day to do this… NO 
MORE to just piling more on. Moving forward, you receive the space, sisterhood and structure you need.  
 
Here are the next steps. Read the full invitation. If this speaks to you, apply! After you complete the 
application, we will connect for a personal conversation – to answer questions and explore if this is the 
right fit. While the councils begin in October, we are accepting women and creating the councils now. 
We’ll be providing some special feminine leadership experiences this summer you can do from home – so 
we start strong in October. Read through. Apply if it’s yes or a maybe. We look forward to connecting.  
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THE STRUCTURE 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
PROGRAM DETAILS 

October 7, 2021 – September 10, 2022 (11 months) 
 

• 2 monthly sessions: On Fridays, rotating 
between Wisdom-Led Leadership 
Sessions, Influencer Councils and Sacred 
Work Days  

• 4 half-day quarterly immersion sessions 
(virtual) : Creative space to expand 
thinking, experiment with new models, 
reflect and re-focus (these replace one of 
the monthly sessions in Dec, March, June, 
Sept). 

• 1 three-day weekend leadership retreat: 
October 21-24. Fierce Grace: Wielding 
Our Purpose. Presence. Power.  

 
 
 

What Are the ELEVATE  
Feminine Leadership Councils? 

 
 

 

• Individual coaching sessions (optional) -- 
three quarterly or nine monthly sessions.   
 

• Year-start 2022 EMERGE Visioning & 
Focusing process – to support you in setting 
clear intentions for this year.  

• Mid-year FLOW Power Pause in June/July – 
to support you to reflect and re-focus at mid-
year. Complete at own pace. 
 

• Bonus: Register by July 30th to receive the 
Feminine Leadership Virtual Training 
happening in August and September.  
 

 

To “elevate” is to raise something up to a higher level, position, or state.  
The ELEVATE Feminine Leadership councils intentionally raise up the individual and the collective,  

empowering us to create a world rooted in wholeness, sustainability, wellness and interconnection. 

Visit http://www.elevateleadershipcouncil.com/ for a deeper view and to submit an application. 
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Wisdom (n): the quality of having experience, knowledge, and good judgment; of being wise; the soundness of 
an action or decision. Choosing to find the path that leads to harmony. 

  
There is a different way to do things. We call it ELEVATED WISDOM-LED LEADERSHIP, which you will learn and 
apply in real time. You may already naturally work this way, but without words to describe this way of 
thinking and working, it can be challenging to fully trust it, value it or engage others in it. Yet, it is a much 
wiser way than what’s seen as normal, necessary or successful in the current distorted over-culture.  
 
Wisdom-led leadership integrates, applies and values both masculine and feminine power. It 
acknowledges, considers and values the whole human system – mind, body, AND heart and spirit. It puts 
wholeness, wellness, interconnection and sustainability of both people and planet at the core, for real.    
  
When put to practical use in decision making, goal setting, creating, growth, relating and working, we can 
see the distortions and imprints we’ve been blind to – individually and collectively – that are no longer 
working. Aware, we gain the power to open up new possibilities and do things differently – from how we 
make daily choices to how we design our lives, organizations, teams, families, and society.  
 

  

 
With all 8 capacities fully activated within you, you’ll have a wisdom-based system to make choices, influence others, 

create sustainable paths for achieving results, call out what’s not needed and stay focused on what matters. 
 

You will learn, embody and apply 8 wisdom-led capacities – “super powers” –  opening you to elevated 
leadership. Apply in small and strategic decisions, real time. Experience your edge of limitation for doing 
things differently. Experience breakthroughs that elevate your consciousness and material world reality.  
 

THE STRUCTURE – A DEEPER VIEW 
ONE: A WISDOM-LED LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE  

to Embody, Experiment & Apply a Different, More Sustainable Way, Now  
	

 

• INTUITIVE THINKING 
• FIERCE GRACE 

• HARMONIC DEFIANCE 

• FOCUSED FLUIDITY 
• CONSCIOUS COLLABORATION 

• CREATING SPACE  
• RECEIVING SUPPORT 

• SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS 
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TWO: AN INFLUENCER COUNCIL  

of Wise Conscious Women Who, Like You, Are Committed to Making an 
Impact in the World AND Designing a Whole Life  

  

 
 
The influencer wisdom “council” is a combination of integrative creative-thinking and collaborative-
creation technology rooted in both deep wisdom teachings and modern-day practicality – simply, we 
are stronger and wiser together.  

• We benefit from perspectives and experiences of people like us (working in similar spheres), and 
people with different experiences and habitats who share a common commitment and desire.  

• Each council member is committed to being a wise, conscious leader, focused on: making a 
meaningful impact; designing a whole life; and influencing others and organizations.  

• Each member commits to their own growth and success, and to showing up with their presence 
and insights for others, creating a potent container of possibility and clarity for each member. 

 
We gather in the full council monthly and at key quarterly times throughout the year, as well as in 
smaller 4-5 person wisdom councils to use the power of the collective mind/heart field to:  
 

1. Receive personal ideation, intuitive thinking, insights, support and resources – working 
with whatever you are focused on both in your current reality and longer-term goals and 
projects. You’ll have a circle of wise leaders supporting you and your work.  
 

2. Collaborate around specific issues, challenges and opportunities experienced by others 
in similar work systems – unlocking new solutions and insights you experiment with and 
apply in real time. You’ll be in conversation with people who possess an understanding 
of the current systemic reality and the consciousness to find the elevated path. 
 

3. Re-imagine and re-design new approaches to commonly held challenges we all face as 
part of a society calling for change – bringing these back to your organization, 
workplace, team and projects, with practices for practical adoption and integration. 

 

A Diverse Collective of established and emerging 
leaders within both private and public organizations. 
 
You’ll experience the power, connection and support of 
being held within an engaged, energized and diverse 
collective of change-makers, made up of women and non-
binary individuals, from 6 spheres/habitats within the 
greater ecosystem of our economy and society – 
corporate, wellness and health-care, government and law, 
small business & start-ups, social impact, and education.  
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THREE: INTENTIONAL CREATIVE SPACE  
For You to Re-imagine & Re-design How You & The World Works,  

Including Bringing the Next Elevation of your Presence & Work Forward  
 

IMAGINE. EXPERIMENT. INTEGRATE. ELEVATE. 
 
 
You will experience the power of having the structure of intentional co-creative space held for you - so 
your daily life, current responsibilities and the chaos of the world doesn’t sweep you up. You will receive 
the mind, heart, and soul space to re-imagine and re-design ways of working, living, and operating and 
of achieving your mission and milestones that really do have the power to elevate you, the system, and 
the world.  
 
Through creative process, intentional inquiry and active experimentation in the laboratory of your day-
to-day life, we will hold the space for you to consciously create and influence on three levels: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DO LESS. RECEIVE MORE. ACHIEVE A GREATER IMPACT. 
 

This is a different way to plan, manage projects, and reach goals – by working in and with the FLOW. 
Using the natural rhythms for how the creative and growth process works best on this planet, working 
with the natural cycles, you’ll receive, learn and apply a system that supports you as a leader, a human 
and a person with desires. AND empowers you to influence and make both sustainable and 
breakthrough choices in your work. 
 
  

1. SELF: How you constellate your personal life and work design  – so 
you experience a whole life in which you are supported and 
sustained, receiving what you need. And so you can stay focused 
on what matters most, and direct your gifts, energy and presence 
in ways in which you feel fully expressed and on purpose. 
 

2. SYSTEM: How you choose to interact with the systems you 
influence and work with – so you stay focused on where you can 
make the greatest impact, plus receive the resources and 
connections you need. 
 

3. SOCIETY: How you impact what matters most to you in the world, 
focusing on your part to influence – so you finally feel like you are 
doing enough and gain even more clarity and confidence in using 
your voice. 
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•  

   

 

 
 

FACILITATION TEAM 

 

Christine Arylo 
For over two decades Christine has worked with leaders across 6 
continents as a catalyst, advisor, and strategic partner to create 
working environments that support the thriving of the individual 
person and collective organization. She specializes in taking teams 
and leaders beyond traditional, insufficient models of decision-
making, stress and time management, and work-life balance, 
towards a wisdom-led approach focused on designing lives, 
routines, goals, systems, and organizations that are rooted in 
wholeness, wellness and interconnectedness. Blending traditional 
leadership experience gained from her twenty-five years in Fortune 
500 companies like Gap Inc. and Visa, and a MBA from Kellogg 
School of Management, with modalities based on conscious 
leadership, human potential, yogic science, and intuitive thinking, 
Christine brings a new lens and elevated consciousness to 
leadership, business and life design. 

 

Monica Jaramillo 
Throughout her roles in HR leadership and corporate social 
responsibility within multinational companies across North America 
and Latin America, Monica has worked as a change-maker for 
nearly two decades. With a focus on cultural transformation, 
leadership development, and diversity and inclusion, Monica has 
collaborated with all teams and levels within the organizations she's 
influenced. She has a natural gift for developing and coaching 
leaders to cultivate people-excellence while driving business 
results. Monica has a master's degree in Jungian Psychology and 
Art Therapy and serves as a mentor and advisor to women-led 
startups and movements. In addition to her passion for influencing 
and coaching leaders, Monica cares deeply about rekindling 
multigenerational feminine wisdom and keeping it alive. 
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Catherine Jelinek 
For over a decade Catherine has crafted collaborative communities 
and leadership programs for entrepreneurs and growing 
companies. As co-founder of a Chicago-based company focused 
on emotional intelligence training for startup leaders, Catherine has 
enjoyed helping shape and support the transformative journey of 
entrepreneurs as they discover new ways of leading and realize that 
people and profit indeed do rise together. Now, as the founder of 
WeReimagine, Catherine partners with innovative programs and 
organizations to bring a methodology for reimagining approaches 
to commonly held challenges. As a new mother, Catherine is 
especially passionate about reimagining paradigms that affect 
women and mothers, believing that living as a creator - of families, 
businesses, communities, new ideas, etc. - must be fully 
celebrated, truly sustainable and richly supported by our culture 
and society to ensure a healthy future for our world. 

 

Cheryl Shartle 
Cheryl has served as Co-owner and Vice President of Human 
Resources for Columbiana Foods, a privately held multi-store 
grocery corporation, for over 30 years. During her tenure, she has 
led a team of 300-plus employees compassionately through myriad 
corporate evolutions related to increasing their collective diversity 
and inclusion. She serves as a system elevator, and delights in 
fostering harmony between a heart-centered approach to 
leadership and decision making, alongside the traditional choices 
currently expected in corporate culture. Within her company, 
Cheryl facilitates women’s leadership circles, devoted to the 
support of women leaders as they up-level their power and 
presence at work, home, and in their communities. For over a 
decade, she has mentored women to find their fully empowered 
selves and rise on their own terms. 

 
 

The Elevate Feminine Leadership Councils are one of a suite of trainings and 
offerings created and facilitated by Expanding Possibility, a women-led 
boutique consultancy. We are committed to working with pioneering leaders 
within organizations who are up for infusing a deeper wisdom and a different 
way of doing things. Who desire to expand people’s imagination, elevate how 
they make decisions, and empower them to create new realities that sustain, 
support and serve the individual and the whole.  
Learn more about us at www.ExpandingPossibility.org  
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FINANCIAL COMMITMENT 

 
  
 
 
  

 
 
 

TO APPLY 

2021/22 Councils Begin October 7th  
Application Process Open Now.  

(Special Feminine Leadership Primer for those who join by July 30th) 
 

To Apply, Complete the Application Here: 
https://expanding.typeform.com/to/UTxNT9jv 

 
To Read More About the Program, Go Here: 
http://www.elevateleadershipcouncil.com/ 

 
After you complete the application one of the facilitators will reach out to you for a personal 1:1 
conversation to explore and determine if this is a good fit. 

 
If you are interested in having an organization sponsor you in this program (yours or if that is not an 
option, one of our program partners) indicate that in your application. We have partnership and 
sponsorship packages you can share with your organization, including ways you and your organization can 
support and nominate women outside of your organization who are a great fit and need financial support 
to participate.  
 
If you have questions, reach out to our team at expandingpossibility@arylo.com   

 
Total 

Investment 
Deposit 

(Made upon  
acceptance & registration) 

Monthly Payments 
(11 payments Oct-Sept) 

Individual Investment  
-Without Coaching $5,750 $750 $455 

Individual Investment  
+With 3 Coaching Sessions $6,950 $750 $565 

Individual Investment  
+With 9 Coaching Sessions $9,200 $1750 $677 

Save 5% if paid in full 

Important Note: Travel, lodging & meals for Leadership Retreat not included in program fee. 
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